Legrand Outdoor Charging Stations provide an ideal solution for employees, students, and guests to charge their mobile devices in outdoor spaces. Perfect for areas like corporate campuses and higher education facilities, these stations incorporate power devices as well as LED lighting. Featuring durable construction and outdoor-rated finishes, these elegant pedestals are designed to enhance your facility while blending into existing landscaping.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- **Charging & Illumination** – Combine power with accent or area lighting in one pedestal to maximize functionality of outdoor spaces.

- **2- or 3-Gang Options** – Customize the station with two or three gangs of devices to meet your facility’s unique needs. Prewired versions include weather-resistant GFCI outlets and 4-port USB outlets. Also available unwired.

- **Outdoor-Rated Construction** – Rugged aluminum form designed for durability in all weather conditions. UL listed to NEMA 3R requirements to ensure optimal performance.

- **Durable, Premium Finishes** – Available in three outdoor-rated finishes to complement your space design – black, bronze, and silver.

- **A/V & Communication Compatible** – Add an A/V-Communication Kit to 3-gang versions to accommodate Wiremold AVIP plates as well as decorator A/V or communication devices. Enables pedestal to support outdoor presentation areas and classrooms, eliminating the need to bring cables from inside a building.

- **Device Shelves** – Add up to two pairs of shelves to hold mobile devices while charging.

- **Door Options** – Interior illuminates when door is open. Replace standard color-matched door with a transparent version to make devices inside more visible. Or, select a lockable door for added security or to ensure use is limited to facility personnel.
CHARGING STATION WITH AREA LIGHT
Combine outdoor device charging with an LED light to eliminate the need for a stand-alone bollard. Perfect for use as pathway lighting in educational, corporate and recreational applications.

CHARGING STATION WITH ACCENT LIGHT
Select a charging station with an LED accent light to enable device charging during the day and after dark. Accent light ensures the station stands out from standard bollards and clearly indicates “charging.”

POWER PEDESTAL
Ideal for areas that are already illuminated, such as outdoor dining areas. Shorter height enables use beside tables or as a lower-profile solution for planter boxes.
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